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The job of your first sentence is to get people to read the second sentence, 

which is to get people to read your third sentence (and so on and so on until 

they get to the very end, at which point they’re dying to buy/click/download). 

Generate a clear, compelling tagline for your business, brand or product that 

makes your ideal customers say “YES! I’ve come to the exact right place.”

Step 1: Identify Your Ideal Customers

You must do the work to really understand your ideal customers. Review 

the in depth work you’ve already completed in The Copy Cure. Which of the 

following do they distinguish themselves by? What do you know about them 

for sure?

E X A M P L E S :

Profession: Teachers

Profession and an experience: Overworked teachers

Demographic: Florida Retirees

Something they aspire to: Aspiring Beyonces

A level of expertise in a particular area: Beginner bakers

*Note: You can name them outright (For overworked teachers who want 

better careers) or you can name them more subtly (Grading papers all night? 

There’s a better fit for your talents.)

PART  01

3 Steps To Take Before You Start 
Crafting Your Tagline

OBJECTIVE

http://thecopycure.com
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Write about your ideal customers below:

Step 2: What Does Your Ideal Customer Want 
That You Can Offer? Think In Terms Of Benefits, 
Not Process or Features. 

E X A M P L E S :

To walk more gracefully

To do work that’s as fun and effortless as hanging out with friends

To look back at age 90 and say, I lived the exact life I wanted

To dress like they stepped out of Vogue

To make every moment count, instead of wasting the day
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To ace a test

To learn just enough piano to play at a party

To bake the perfect banana bread

Now write about what your ideal customers want:

Step 3: What’s The Outcome When Your 
Customer Gets The Thing Listed In Step #2?

*Note: this could be implied, not stated. But it’s still important to know. 

E X A M P L E S :

Feel confident

Land a dream job

Get compliments

Feel fulfilled
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Have a go-to dessert to bring to dinner parties and bake sales (“Who 

made that fantastic banana bread?”)

Write whatever comes to mind about the outcome your customer will 

ultimately get:
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You’re ready to start filling some of these in. Try your hand with as many as 

possible. You may have all different versions of the same thing. That’s great! 

More options to choose from.

*Note: Make your own, don’t steal these, especially the ones with a *. Those 

are seriously taken by others already. 

*Also Note: The ones marked with a  make great email subject lines or 

headlines for sales pages, blog posts, etc. 

1) Helping [IDEAL CUSTOMERS] to [DO THAT THING THEY WANT TO DO] 

Helping over-60 singles get back in the dating swing

Helping creatively blocked writers get in the flow

Helping picky travelers find the perfect hotels

Helping beginner bakers make the banana their b*tch

2) For [IDEAL CLIENT(S)] who want/dream/wish/need [DESIRED 

    OUTCOME]

For anyone who’s ever wanted to ride a dolphin

For actors who dream of their “big break” 

For the college grad who needs a career path, stat

3) For [IDEAL CUSTOMER] who’s tired of/doesn’t want/can’t stand 

    [ALTERNATIVE]

For picky travelers who don’t trust TripAdvisor

For online entrepreneurs who don’t get, don’t do and don’t want to learn 

tech

For parents who are so over yelling

For driving-phobes who want to kick fear to the curb

PART  02

Time To Make A Tagline
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4) [VEHICLE] for [OUTCOME]

Hand-picked accessories for a polished look

Quick, free tips for a website that makes you money

One-stop shopping for picture-perfect dinner parties

The blender just for banana smoothies

5) [SERVICE OR PRODUCT] for [IDEAL CUSTOMERS]

Marketing help for modern cleaning companies

Piano lessons for future Mozarts

Quick, healthy meals for busy bachelors

6) [SERVICE OR PRODUCT] for [IDEAL CUSTOMERS] who 

     [DISTINGUISHING THING]

Private chef services for time-starved people who need to eat right

The suitcase for stylish travelers who go from brunch to benefit

Paper goods for coffee shops that care about the planet

The dining-out guide for New Yorkers who know good food

7) [VERB]ing [WHAT KIND OF MISSION] one [OBJECT OF WHAT YOU DO] 

     at a time

Wiping out crappy posture, one stooped spine at a time

Turning design on its head, one logo at a time

Transforming the coffee trade, one mug at a time

Leading a compost revolution, one banana peel at a time

8) Where [IDEAL OUTCOME]

Where the grass is greener on your side

Where there’s always time for “me time”

Where no one cares if you’re not wearing pants

Where your fear doesn’t have a say

9) The [FUN QUOTE STANDING IN FOR AN ADJECTIVE] [THING YOU SELL]

The “where’d you get that jacket” jacket

Your path to an “OMG pinch me” career

The ultimate “sorry, not sharing” cupcake
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10) Where [IDEAL CUSTOMER] [ACHIEVES WHAT KIND OF OUTCOME]

Where frazzled moms become totally together moms (with plenty of time 

for themselves)

Where songwriters write their own paychecks

Where your farm flourishes -- from products to profits* (3 Cow Marketing)

11) Where you/Helping you [ACHIEVE WHAT KIND OF OUTCOME] and/so  

     you can [GET EVEN BETTER BENEFIT]

Where you ditch your debt and get a clean financial slate

Where you lose your shyness and find your tribe

Helping you hire the best team, so you can do your best work

12)  Get/Enjoy/Discover/Have/Make/Become/Be/Do [DESIRED BENEFIT]

Get that book out of your head and into readers’ hands

Make blue-ribbon-worthy pies

Be the parent you always wished you had

Bring out your inner Picasso

Twerk better than any pop star (sorry, Miley)

Have a vacation that makes you jealous of yourself

Win your next chess tournament. Blindfolded. 

Break the internet with your words of wisdom

Win the day. Every day.

Sound French, even to the French* (Comme Une Française)

13)  Get/Enjoy/Discover/Have/Make [DESIRED BENEFIT] without  

      [OBSTACLE]

Become a standup comic -- even if you’ve never nailed a joke

Fly first class without paying through the nose

Become a “morning person” without giving up your late nights

Have kids you can take anywhere… without being an ogre

14)  [SERVICE OR PRODUCT] that [DOES SOME SPECIAL THING]

Coaching that makes you the “you” you always wanted to be

LSAT tutoring that works like a charm and feels like a coffee date
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The suitcase that turns into a chair

Chocolate so good, it makes the angels weep 

Looks like a pump, feels like a sneaker* (Easy Spirit)

15)  [ACHIEVE BENEFIT] in/by [APPEALING AMOUNT OF TIME]

Become fluent in Mandarin in four weeks flat

Revamp your website in less time than a Zumba class

Get your new home ready for a housewarming, by next weekend

15 minutes could save you 15% or more on car insurance* (Geico)

16)  Never [THING THEY WANT TO STOP DOING] again/Stop [THING  

       THEY WANT TO STOP DOING]

Never have car trouble again

Never have your house broken into again

Never overcook another pot of spaghetti

Never hate Mondays again   

Stop stuttering, for good

Get rid of eczema, once and for all

17)  Stop [DOING THING THEY WANT TO STOP DOING] and [DO THING     

      THEY WANT TO DO]

Stop covering your bald spot and grow back your hair 

Get rid of clutter and turn your home into an oasis

Stop trolling Facebook and go do something epic

End the calorie counting and start living your life

18)  Like [SIMILAR THING THEY RELATE TO] [PLUS THE TWIST]

Like lipstick for your living room

Like a country club for your dog

Like having a babysitter in your purse

Like a gym membership for your mind* (Headspace App)

19)  Salute/Rally cry

Here’s to the freaks.

Let’s go braless.
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Granola addicts, raise your hands.

Bullying can bite the big one.

The world needs that special gift that only you have.* (Marie Forleo)

20)  Statement (and conclusion).

Life isn’t that short. Get a long-lasting body.

Sobriety is beautiful. Shouldn’t we have gifts to match?

Grab a spoon. Our ice cream isn’t going to eat itself.

Break out your flip flops. I’m going to make launching a walk on the 

beach.

21)  Don’t just/Not just [MUNDANE THING]. [EXTRAORDINARY THING]

It’s not just a hat. It’s a declaration.

Don’t just write words. Write emotions.

It’s not just your memoir.  It’s your legacy.

Don’t just make a living. Make a life.* (Kate Northrup)


